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Ž .Let P k denote the set of equivalence classes of nonsingular pencils of
Ž .quadratic forms of even order defined over a field k, char k / 2. Let F k denote
the set of k-isomorphism classes of hyperelliptic function fields defined over k. We
Ž . Ž .define a map F: P k “ F k and determine precisely when F is surjective and
when F is injective. This extends a method used by A. Weil to study pairs of
quadratic forms over finite fields. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis paper extends a method used by Weil in 10 to study the zeta
function of a pair of nonsingular quadratic forms defined over a finite field
 4having odd characteristic. To a nonsingular pair of quadratic forms F, G
in an even number of variables, Weil associates the hyperelliptic function
Ž . 2 Ž .field k u, y given by y s det uF q G . Weil closely relates the zeta
function of the pair of quadratic forms to the zeta function of the
hyperelliptic curve.
Ž .Let P k denote the set of equivalence classes of nonsingular pencils of
Ž .quadratic forms of even order defined over a field k, char k / 2. Let F k
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Ž . Ž .The main results of this paper are to define a map F: P k “ F k and
to determine precisely when F is surjective and when F is injective. See
Theorems 3.1, 4.11, and 5.6. These results lead to the paper’s main
theorem, Theorem 5.7.
w xAs Weil, in 10 , we deal only with pencils of quadratic forms having
even order since the map F is not well defined when the order is odd.
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we assume that k is a field with char k / 2. We let k=
Ž =. 2denote the nonzero elements of k, k the nonzero squares in k, and
kalg the algebraic closure of k.
A quadratic form F in n variables defined over k is a homogeneous
w xpolynomial of degree two in the polynomial ring k x , . . . , x . Two1 n
quadratic forms, F, F9, are equivalent over k if there exists an invertible
Ž .n = n matrix E s e with entries in k such thati j n=n
n
F9 x , . . . , x s F y , . . . , y , for y s e x , 1 F i F n.Ž . Ž . Ý1 n 1 n i i j j
js1
The order of F is the minimum m such that F is k-equivalent to a
quadratic form F9 s Ý aX x x . If m - n, then F is degenerate,1F iF jF m i j i j
and if m s n, then F is nondegenerate.
w x Ž .Let F denote the symmetric n = n matrix a wherei j n=n
a i - j¡ i j~a j - ia s .jii j ¢2 a i s ji i
Thus,
2 a a ??? a11 12 1n
a12w xF s .... 0
a a ??? 2 a1n 2 n nn
Ž . Žw x. Ž .Let det F s det F . If F and F9 are equivalent over k, then det F s
2 Ž . =c det F9 for c g k .
 4  4Let F, G and F9, G9 be two pairs of quadratic forms defined over k.
The pairs are equivalent over k if both F is equivalent to F9 and G is
equivalent to G9 by the same invertible matrix E. The order of the pair
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 4F, G is the minimum m such that there exists a pair of quadratic forms
F9 s aX x x , G9 s bX x xÝ Ýi j i j i j i j½ 5
1FiFjFm 1FiFjFm
 4  4equivalent to F, G . If m - n, then the pair F, G is degenerate, and if
 4m s n, then the pair F, G is nondegenerate.
 4A pair of quadratic forms F, G defined over k is nonsingular if there
exists no singular zero of the pair over kalg.
 4If a nonsingular pair F, G has order n and u is an indeterminate over
Ž .k, then det uF q G splits into either n y 1 or n distinct linear factors
over kalg depending on whether F is degenerate or not.
 4 Ž .The pencil of F, G , denoted P F, G , is the set of all nonzero k-linear
combinations of F and G.
 4  4Let F, G and F9, G9 be two pairs of quadratic forms. The two pencils
Ž . Ž .P F, G and P F9, G9 are k-equivalent if there exist a, b, c, d g k with
 4 ad y bc / 0 such that the pair F, G is equivalent to the pair aF9 q
4bG9, cF9 q dG9 . This is an equivalence relation on the set of pencils of
forms defined over a given field k.
Ž .  4We say that a pencil P F, G is nonsingular if the pair F, G is
nonsingular. Further, we say that the order of the pencil is equal to the
 4order of the pair F, G . Both of these notions are well defined on the
pencil.
We define F to be a hyperelliptic function field over k if
Ž .1. F s k u, y ,
2. u is transcendental over k,
w Ž . Ž .x3. k u, y : k u s 2, and
Ž .4. the constant field of F is k k is algebraically closed in F .
When the genus of F is at least two, this definition is equivalent to the
w xone given by Stichtenoth in 8, p. 193 . For convenience of terminology, we
include function fields of genus zero or one in our definition of hyperellip-
tic function fields. When the genus is at least two, our definition is not the
w xsame as the definition given by Chevalley in 1, p. 74 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that k u, y and k u9, y9 are k-isomorphic hyperel-
liptic function fields and assume one of the following:
2 Ž . w x Ž .2 Ž . w x1. y s f u g k u , y9 s g u9 g k u9 , and deg f s deg g s 3,
or
Ž .2. the genus of k u, y is zero and k is quadratically closed.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Then, there exists a k-isomorphism u : k u, y “ k u9, y9 such that u k u
Ž .s k u9 .
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Ž . Ž .Proof. Since k u, y is k-isomorphic to k u9, y9 , there is a k-isomor-
Ž . Ž .phism t : k u, y “ k u9, y9 . Thus, it is sufficient to show that there exists
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .a k-automorphism, s : k u9, y9 “ k u9, y9 such that s t k u s k u9 .
Letting u s s (t , we would have the desired isomorphism.
w xIn the first case, the result follows from Lemma 4.4 in 2, p. 318 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .In the second case, k u9, y9 s k x for some x g k u9, y9 . It is suffi-
Ž . w Ž . x w Ž . xcient to show that if E , E : k x with k x : E s k x : E s 2, then1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists a k-automorphism s : k x “ k x such that s E s E .1 2
Ž Ž . .  4For i s 1, 2, let Gal k x rE s 1, l . It is sufficient to find s gi i
Ž Ž . . y1Gal k x rk such that sl s s l .1 2
Ž Ž . . Ž .Recall that Gal k x rk is k-isomorphic to PGL k by the isomorphism2
ax q ba bŽ . Ž .that takes s to A s , where s x s . Since l and l eachs 1 2c d cx q d
have order 2, one can show that A and A each have trace zero. Sincel l1 2
= Ž =. 2k s k and A is determined only up to multiplication by a constantl2
Ž . Ž .multiple of the identity matrix, we may assume det A s det A . Sincel l1 2
A and A have the same characteristic polynomial and the characteristicl l1 2
polynomial has distinct roots, it follows that l and l are conjugate1 2
over k.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let k u, y be the hyperelliptic function field gi¤en by
Ž 2 Ž . w x Ž .y s f u g k u , and let k u9, y9 be the hyperelliptic function field gi¤en by
Ž .2 Ž . w xy9 s g u9 g k u9 .
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .2 Ž . Ž .=1. If g u9 s f au9 q c r bu9 q d h u9 for some h u9 g k u9
Ž . Ž .and some a, b, c, d g k with ad y bc / 0, then k u, y and k u9, y9 are
k-isomorphic.
Ž . Ž .2. If k u, y and k u9, y9 are k-isomorphic and either
Ž . Ž .a the genus of k u, y is at least two,
Ž . Ž .b the genus of k u, y is zero and k is quadratically closed, or
Ž . Ž . Ž .c f u and g u9 ha¤e degree 3,
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .2 Ž . Ž .=then g u9 sf au9qc r bu9qd h u9 for some h u9 g k u9 and
a, b, c, d g k with ad y bc / 0.
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .2Proof. 1 If g u9 s f au9 q c r bu9 q d h u9 for some nonzero
Ž . Ž .h u9 g k u9 and some a, b, c, d g k with ad y bc / 0, then we can
define a k-isomorphism
u : k u , y “ k u9, y9Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by u u s au9 q c r bu9 q d and u y s y9rh u9 .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Assume that k u, y and k u9, y9 are k-isomorphic. By Proposi-
w xtion VI.2.4 in 8 , if g G 2 or by Lemma 2.1 otherwise, there exists a
k-isomorphism
u : k u , y “ k u9, y9Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .such that u k u s k u9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Given such a u , u u s au9 q c r bu9 q d for some a, b, c, d g k
Ž . Ž . Ž .with ad y bc / 0. In general, u y s h u9 y9 q h u9 , with h , h g1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k u9 . Since y f k u , we have u y f k u9 and it follows that h u9 / 0.1
Further, since
2 2 22u y s h u9 y9 q 2h u9 h u9 y9 q h u9 g k u9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 1 2 2
Ž .2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and y9 g k u9 , it follows that h u9 s 0. Let h u9 s 1rh u9 . Since,2 1
2 222u y s y9 r h u9 s g u9 r h u9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
au9 q c
2u y s u f u s f u u s f ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /bu9 q d
2Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..Ž Ž ..it follows that g u9 s f au9 q c r bu9 q d h u9 .
3. THE MAP
Ž .Define F k to be the set of hyperelliptic function fields over the field k
Ž .up to k-isomorphism and let P k be the set of equivalence classes of even
order, nonsingular pencils of quadratic forms defined over k.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let P F, G represent an element in P k . Then, det uF q G is a
w x Ž . 2 Ž .square free polynomial in k u , and k u, y given by y s det uF q G is
a hyperelliptic function field.
THEOREM 3.1. The map
F : P k “ F kŽ . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž . 2 Ž .defined by F P F, G s k u, y , where y s det uF q G , is well defined.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let P F, G and P F9, G9 be equivalent, nonsingular pencils of
order n defined over k, where n is even. Then, there exist a, b, c, d g k
with ad y bc / 0 and an invertible n = n matrix E with entries in k such
that
w x w x t w x w x tF9 s E aF q bG E and G9 s E cF q dG E .
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Ž . Ž .2Ž .n ŽŽŽ . Ž ..Then, det u9F9 q G9 s det E u9b q d det u9a q c r u9b q d
. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..F q G . By Proposition 2.2 1 , we have F P F, G s F P F9, G9 , and
the map is well defined.
4. SURJECTIVITY
Ž . w x Ž .Let p x be an irreducible monic polynomial over k, L s k x rp x ,
 4and let s: L “ k be any nonzero k-linear map. For any basis ¤ , . . . , ¤ of1 n
= Ž² :.L over k and any a g L , we can define the quadratic form, s# a ,
over k by
² : 2 2s# a s 2 s a ¤ ¤ x x q s a ¤ x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j i i
1Fi-jFn 1FiFn
Ž . =Let L* s Hom L, k . For any a g L , define r : L “ L* to be thek a
Ž .Ž . Ž .k-vector space isomorphism given by r ¤ w s s a ¤w for all ¤ , w g L.a
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž² :.LEMMA 4.1. Let u s x q p x g L be a root of p x . Let F s s# a
Ž² :.and G s s# y ua . Then
det uF q G s det F p u .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Let T be the k-linear transformation of L that represents
multiplication by u . For any ¤ , w g L,
r ¤ w s s yua ¤w s ys au ¤wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .yu a
s ys a T¤ w s yr T¤ w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . a
Therefore ry1r s yT and as matrices Fy1 G s yT.a yua
Ž . Ž .Let g u s det uI y T . Then
det uF q G s det F det uI q Fy1 GŽ . Ž . Ž .
s det F det uI y T s det F g u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .The Cayley]Hamilton theorem implies that g T s 0. Since for every
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ g L, 0 s g T ¤ s g u ¤ , we have g u s 0. Since p u is the minimal
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .polynomial for u , p u divides g u . Further, since p u and g u are
w x Ž . Ž .monic and have degree equal to L : k , we have g u s p u . Therefore,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .det uF q G s det F g u s det F p u .
LEMMA 4.2.
² : ² :det s# a s N a det s# 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L r k
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w xProof. This result is given in 6, p. 51 .
 4 Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let F, G be a nonsingular pair of forms with det uF q G
Ž . = = = Ž .s cp u for c g k . There exist a g L and u g L , a root of p u , such
Ž² :. Ž² :.that F s s# a and G s s# y ua .
w xProof. Variations of this result are given in 3, 5, 7, 9 .
= = Ž .LEMMA 4.4. Let a , b g L . Let u g L be a root of p x . The following
are equi¤alent.
 Ž² :. Ž² :.41. The pair s# a , s# y ua is equi¤alent to the pair
² : ² :s# b , s# y ub . 4Ž . Ž .
2. There exists g g L= such that a s g 2b.
3. There exists a k-linear transformation t : L “ L such that for all
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..¤ , w g L, s a ¤w s s bt ¤ t w and s yua ¤w s s yubt ¤ t w .
w x Ž . Ž .Proof. This result is given in 7 . For 3 implies 2 , one observes that a
=Ž .k-linear transformation, as in 3 , is multiplication by some g g L .
For an arbitrary finite extension Lrk, let N : L=“ k= be the normL r k
= = 2 = = 2Ž . Ž . w xmap and let N : L r L “ k r k be the induced map. If L : kL r k
=s n is odd, then N is surjective since for all a g k , we haveL r k
= 2 n = 2 = 2Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .N a L s a k s a k .L r k
PROPOSITION 4.5. If k is perfect and N is surjecti¤e for e¤ery finiteL r k
extension Lrk, then F is surjecti¤e.
Ž . Ž . 2 m Ž . Ž .Proof. Let k u, y g F k with y s cŁ p u where the p u ’s areis1 i i
distinct monic irreducible polynomials and c g k=.
w x Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Let L s k u rp u and let u s u q p u g L be a root of p u .i i i i i i
Let s : L “ k be a nonzero k-linear map. Using the surjectivity of thei i
maps N , choose a g L such thatL r k i ii
c¡ 2=k i s 1Ž .ž /² :det s # 1Ž . Ž .Ž .i~N a g .Ž .L r k ii 1 2=k i s 2, 3, . . . , m.Ž .¢ž /² :det s # 1Ž . Ž .Ž .i
Ž . Ž² :. Ž . Ž² :.Let F s s # a and G s s # y u a , 1 F i F m, and leti i i i i i i
F s F [ ??? [ F , G s G [ ??? [ G .1 m 1 m
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Then, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2,
m m
² :det uF q G s det F p u s N a det s # 1 p uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Łi i L r k i i ii
is1 is1
m
2 =s cd p u for some d g k .Ž .Ł i
is1
m Ž .  4Let n s Ý deg p . Then the pair F, G has order n.is1 i
 4 Ž .The pair F, G is nonsingular since det uF q G has n distinct roots. If
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .n is even, then P F, G g P k and F P F, G s k u, y .
2 2If n is odd, then define F s 0 x and G s x . Let F s F [ F and let0 0 0
 4 Ž .G s G [ G. Then, the pair F, G has order n q 1 and det uF q G s0
2 m Ž .cd Ł p u has n distinct roots.is1 i
 4 Ž Ž ..The pair F, G is nonsingular and has even order, and F P F, G s
Ž .k u, y .
Therefore, F is surjective.
Ž .LEMMA 4.6. Let k u, y be the hyperelliptic function field defined by
2 Ž . Ž . w x algy s f u where f u g k u has distinct roots in k . Assume either
Ž .1. the genus of k u, y is at least two,
Ž .2. the genus of k u, y is zero and k is quadratically closed, or
Ž .3. deg f s 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Assume P F, G g P k and F P F, G s k u, y . Then, there exist h g
= Ž .k and F9, G9 g P F, G such that
det uF9 q G9 s h2 f u .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. By Proposition 2.2 2 ,
au q b 2det uF q G s f g uŽ . Ž .ž /cu q d
Ž . Ž .=for some a, b, c, d g k with ad y bc / 0 and some g u g k u . Since
 4 Ž . Ž .the order of F, G is even, it follows some F9, G9 g P F, G and h u g
Ž .= Ž . Ž . Ž .2  4k u , that det uF9 q G9 s f u h u . Since the pair F9, G9 is nonsingu-
Ž . Ž .2 w x Ž .lar, f u h u is a square-free polynomial in k u . Therefore h u s h g
=k .
 4LEMMA 4.7. Let F, G be a nonsingular pair of quadratic forms o¤er k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..and suppose det uF q G s p u p u where gcd p u , p u s 1. Then,1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .F s F [ F and G s G [ G with det uF q G s c p u and1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . =det uF q G s c p u for some c , c g k .2 2 2 2 1 2
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w xProof. This result is given in 5, 7, 9 .
LEMMA 4.8. If k is formally real, then F is not surjecti¤e.
Ž .Proof. Suppose k is formally real. Let k u9, y9 be the hyperelliptic
function field given by
2 2 2 2y9 s u9 q 1 u9 q 2 u9 q 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .Suppose F P F, G s k u9, y9 .
Ž .Since the genus of k u9, y9 is two, Lemma 4.6 implies there exist
= Ž .h g k and F9, G9 g P F, G such that
det uF9 q G9 s h2 u2 q 1 u2 q 2 u2 q 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4  4Lemma 4.7 implies that F9, G9 s F [ F [ F , G [ G [ G with1 2 3 1 2 3
det uF q G s c u2 q iŽ . Ž .i i i
for 1 F i F 3 and c c c s h2.1 2 3
Ž .Fix an ordering of k. Let 1 F i F 3. Since det uF q G is definite andi i
Ž . Ž .P F , G contains an isotropic form, H, with det H s y1, it follows thati i
Ž . 2det uF q G is negative definite. Therefore c - 0. Thus h s c c c - 0.i i i 1 2 3
This is a contradiction, and thus F is not surjective.
PROPOSITION 4.9. If F is surjecti¤e, then N is surjecti¤e for e¤eryL r k
finite extension Lrk.
Proof. In order to prove N is surjective, we may assume L has evenL r k
degree, n, over k. We may also assume Lrk is separable since L has odd
degree over the separable closure of k in L.
First, assume n G 6.
Ž . w xAssume F is surjective. Let p x g k x be a monic, irreducible polyno-
w x Ž .mial such that L s k x rp x . Let s: L “ k be a nonzero k-linear map.
Choose e g k=.
Ž .Let k u, y be the hyperelliptic function field defined by
2 ² :y s e det s# 1 p u .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .The genus of k u, y is at least two since deg p G 6. Choose P F, G g
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .P k such that F P F, G s k u, y . Then, by Lemma 4.6, there exist
= Ž .h g k and F9, G9 g P F, G such that
² : 2det uF9 q G9 s e det s# 1 p u h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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By Lemma 4.3, we can find a g L= such that
² :F9 s s# aŽ .
² :G9 s s# y ua ,Ž .
Ž .where u is a root of p u .
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2,
det uF9 q G9 s det F9 p uŽ . Ž . Ž .
² :s det s# 1 N a p u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L r k
2 = 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, eh s N a . This implies N a s e k . Thus, N isL r k L r k L r k
surjective.
Now assume n F 4. If k is not real closed, then there exists a finite
w xextension M containing L with M : k G 6. Thus, by the argument above,
N is surjective and hence N is surjective. If k is real closed, then byMr k L r k
Lemma 4.8, F is not surjective.
PROPOSITION 4.10. If F is surjecti¤e, then k is perfect.
Proof. Suppose k is not perfect and let char k s p / 2 with a g k=
Ž =. p Ž . Ž . pbut a f k . Let g u9 s u9 y a. Then g is irreducible over k. Let
Ž . Ž .2 Ž .k u9, y9 be the hyperelliptic function field defined by y9 s g u9 . Sup-
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .pose P F, G g P k and F P F, G s k u9, y9 . Then det uF q G s
Ž . alg  4f u is a square-free polynomial over k since F, G is nonsingular. Let
Ž . 2 Ž .k u, y be the hyperelliptic function field defined by y s f u . Since
Ž . Ž .k u, y and k u9, y9 are k-isomorphic, both function fields have the same
Ž .Ž . algŽ . Ž .genus, namely 1r2 p y 1 G 1. But k u9, y9 has genus 0, since g u9
Ž 1r p. p algŽ . Ž .Ž .s u9 y a , and the genus of k u, y remains 1r2 p y 1 , since f
is square-free over kalg. This is a contradiction and therefore F is not
surjective.
Propositions 4.5, 4.9, and 4.10 now completely determine when F is
surjective.
THEOREM 4.11. F is surjecti¤e if and only if k is perfect and N isL r k
surjecti¤e for e¤ery finite extension Lrk.
5. INJECTIVITY
 4  4LEMMA 5.1. Let F, G and F9, G9 be two nonsingular pairs of quadratic
forms defined o¤er k. Suppose e¤ery finite extension of k is quadratically
Ž . 2 Ž . =closed. If det uF q G s e det uF9 q G9 for some e g k , then the pairs
 4  4F, G and F9, G9 are equi¤alent.
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Ž . m Ž . Ž .Proof. Let det uF9 q G9 s cŁ p u where the p u are monic,is1 i i
w x = Ž .irreducible polynomials in k u and c g k , and let det uF q G s
2 Ž . =e det uF9 q G9 for some e g k .
w x Ž .Let L s k x rp x and let s : L “ k be nonzero k-linear maps fori i i i
1 F i F m.
Then, by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.3 there exist a , b g L= and u g L withi i i i i
Ž .u a root of p x such thati i
m ² :F sH s # a ,Ž . Ž .is1 i i
m ² :G sH s # y u a ,Ž . Ž .is1 i i i
m ² :F9 sH s # b ,Ž . Ž .is1 i i
and
m ² :G9 sH s # y u b .Ž . Ž .is1 i i i
Since each L is quadratically closed, there exists g g L= such thati i i
a s g 2b . Thus by Lemma 4.4, we have that the pairi i i
² : ² :s # a , s # y u a 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i
is equivalent to the pair
² : ² :s # b , s # y u b 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i
 4  4for all 1 F i F m. Thus, the pairs F, G and F9, G9 are equivalent.
PROPOSITION 5.2. If e¤ery finite extension of k is quadratically closed, then
F is injecti¤e.
Proof. Assume every finite extension of k is quadratically closed and
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .suppose F P F , G s F P F , G with P F , G having order n.1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž . w xSuppose det uF q G has degree four in k u . Then F has order four.1 1 1
Ž .Since every finite extension of k is quadratically closed, det uF q G is1 1
not irreducible, and thus has a root in k. Thus, there exist F9, G9 g
Ž .P F , G such that1 1
det uF9 q G9Ž .
w xis a polynomial of degree three in k u .
Ž .Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that det uF q G does1 1
w x Ž .not have degree four in k u . Similarly, we may assume that det uF q G2 2
w xdoes not have degree four in k u .
= X X Ž .By Lemma 4.6, there exist h g k and F , G g P F , G such that1 1 1 1
det uFX q GX s h2 det uF q G .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
 X X 4  4By Lemma 5.1, we have that the pairs F , G and F , G are equiva-1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .lent. Thus, the pencils P F , G and P F , G are equivalent.1 1 2 2
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PROPOSITION 5.3. If F is injecti¤e, then k s k 2.
Proof. Suppose k / k 2. We will proceed by cases.
Ž =. 2 2 2 2First suppose that y1 f k and a q b g k for all a, b g k. Then,
k is a formally real pythagorean field. Let
F s x 2 q x 2 q x 2 q x 2 ,1 1 2 3 4
G s x 2 y x 2 q 2 x 2 q 4 x 2 ,1 1 2 3 4
F s x 2 y x 2 q x 2 y x 2 ,2 1 2 3 4
and
G s x 2 q x 2 q 2 x 2 y 4 x 2 .2 1 2 3 4
 4Since the pair F , G has only the trivial common zero and the pair1 1
 4 Ž . Ž .F , G has 1, 1, 1, 1 as a nontrivial common zero, it follows that P F , G2 2 1 1
Ž .is not equivalent to P F , G .2 2
Since
det uF q G s det uF q G s u q 1 u y 1 u q 2 u q 4 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
 4  4it follows that both pairs F , G and F , G are nonsingular and1 1 2 2
F P F , G s F P F , G .Ž . Ž .Ž Ž1 1 2 2
Thus, in this case, F is not injective.
Ž =. 2 2 2 Ž =. 2Now we must consider either y1 f k and a q b f k for
Ž =. 2 Ž =. 2 2some a, b g k, or y1 g k . If y1 g k , then since k / k there
Ž =. 2 Ž =. 2exists d f k with yd f k .
Ž =. 2Thus, in either of the remaining cases, there exists d f k and
a, b g k such that a2 y db2 f k 2. Choose such d, a, and b. Let,
2'Ž . Ž .u s 1 q d . Let p x be the minimal polynomial of u , and let L s
w x Ž .k x rp x . Let s: L “ k be a nonzero k-linear map. Let
² : 2F s s# 1 H x ,Ž .1 3
² : 2G s s# y u H x ,Ž .1 4
2'² :F s s# a q b d H x ,Ž .2 3
and
2 2 2'G s s# y a q b d u H a y db x .² : Ž .Ž .Ž .2 4
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Ž . Ž Ž² :.. Ž .By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, det uF q G s det s# 1 p u u and1 1
22 2² :det uF q G s det s# 1 p u u a y db .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Thus, P F , G g P k , P F , G g P k , and F P F , G s1 1 2 2 1 1
Ž Ž ..F P F , G .2 2
Let A, B g k=. Then the order of AF q BG is four. But the orders of1 1
Ž . Ž .both F and G are three. Thus, if P F , G is equivalent to P F , G ,2 2 1 1 2 2
then either
 4  41. F , G is equivalent to AF , BG or2 2 1 1
 4  42. F , G is equivalent to AG , BF .2 2 1 1
Considering F , G , F , and G as forms in three variables, we have1 1 2 2
² :det F s det s# 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1
² :det G s N u det s# 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 L r k
2 2 ² :det F s a y db det s# 1 , andŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
22 2 ² :det G s a y db N u det s# 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 L r k
 4  4Suppose first that F , G is equivalent to AF , BG . The equivalence2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .Ž =. 2 Ž 2 2 .Ž =. 2of F and AF implies det F g det AF k , so A g a y db k .2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .Ž =. 2The equivalence of G and BG implies det G g det BG k , so2 1 2 1
Ž =. 2B g k . Thus,
22 2 =AB g a y db k .Ž . Ž .
 4  4The equivalence of F , G and AF , BG implies2 2 1 1
2=det uF q G g det uAF q BG k .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1
3 Ž . 2 Ž Ž² :..The coefficient of u in det uAF q BG is A det s# 1 AB. The1 1
3 Ž . Ž 2 2 .2 Ž Ž² :..coefficient of u in det uF q G is a y db det s# 1 . Therefore,2 2
Ž =. 2AB g k .
2 2 Ž =. 2Therefore, a y db g k . This contradicts our choices of a, b, and
 4  4d. Thus, F ,G is not equivalent to AF , BG .2 2 1 1
 4  4Now, suppose that F , G is equivalent to AG , BF . The equivalence2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž 2 2 .Ž =. 2of F and AG implies AN u g a y db k . The equivalence of2 1 L r k
Ž .Ž =. 2 Ž 2 2 .Ž =. 2G and BF implies B g N u k . Thus, AB g a y db k .2 1 L r k
 4  4The equivalence of F , G and AG , BF implies2 2 1 1
2=det uF q G g det uAG q BF k .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1
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3 Ž . 2 Ž . Ž Ž² :..The coefficient of u in det uAG q BF is A N u det s# 1 AB.1 1 L r k
3 Ž . Ž 2 2 .2 Ž Ž² :..The coefficient of u in det uF q G is a y db det s# 1 . There-2 2
fore,
2=ABN u g k .Ž . Ž .L r k
Ž . Ž 2 2 .Ž =. 2 Ž .Therefore, N u g a y db k . By our choice of u , N u gL r k L r k
Ž =. 2 2 2 Ž =. 2k . Thus, a y db g k . This contradicts our choices of a, b, and d.
 4  4Thus, F , G is not equivalent to AG , BF .2 2 1 1
2Therefore, if k / k , then F is not injective.
LEMMA 5.4. The following are equi¤alent.
1. E¤ery finite extension of k is quadratically closed.
2. E¤ery finite separable extension of odd degree o¤er k is quadratically
closed.
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 implies 2 is clear.
Assume every finite separable extension of odd degree over k is
quadratically closed. Let Lrk be a finite extension. Let L be the maximals
separable extension of k in L. Let M be a Galois closure of L rk. Let Es
be a subfield of M containing k that corresponds to a Sylow 2-subgroup of
Ž . w xGal Mrk . Then E : k is odd and M is obtained from E by a tower of
Ž .quadratic extensions, since the 2-group Gal MrE has a chain of sub-
groups
1 s H : H : ??? : H s Gal MrE ,Ž .0 1 n
w xwith H : H s 2, 1 F i F n.i iy1
w xSince E is quadratically closed, it follows that E s M. Thus M : k s
w x w xE : k is odd. It follows that L : k is odd. Thus, L is quadraticallys s
closed by assumption.
= p n = Ž =. 2Let a g L . Then, a g L s L for some n G 0, where char k ss s
Ž Ž p ny1 .r2 .2 p n 2 = Ž =. 2p. Thus, a a s a s b for some b g L . Thus a g L .s
Therefore, L is quadratically closed.
PROPOSITION 5.5. If F is injecti¤e, then e¤ery finite extension of k is
quadratically closed.
Proof. Assume F is injective. Let Lrk be a finite separable extension
w x Ž .of odd degree, L : k s n. Let p x be a monic, irreducible polynomial
such that
w xL s k x rp x .Ž .
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Let s: L “ k be the trace map Tr . Since Lrk is separable, s isL r k
nonzero.
= Ž .Choose c g L and u g L a root of p x .
Let
² : 2F s s# 1 H 0 x ,Ž .1 nq1
² : 2G s s# y u H x ,Ž .1 nq1
² : 2F s s# c H 0 x ,Ž .2 nq1
and
² : 2G s s# y cu H x .Ž .2 nq1
Ž . Ž Ž² :.. Ž . Ž .By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, det uF q G s det s# 1 N 1 p u and1 1 L r k
Ž . Ž Ž² :.. Ž . Ž .  4det uF q G s det s# 1 N c p u . Thus, both pairs F , G and2 2 L r k 1 1
 4 Ž .F , G are nonsingular, both pairs have even order, and since N c g2 2 L r k
Ž =. 2k , by Proposition 5.3, it follows that
F P F , G s F P F , G .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .Since F is injective, P F , G is equivalent to P F , G . Since the1 1 2 2
order of AF q BG is1 1
n q 1 if B / 0
n if A / 0, B s 0,
 4  4it follows that the pairs AF , BF q CG and F , G are equivalent for1 1 1 2 2
some A, B, C g k with A, C / 0.
We see that
² : 2AF s s# A H 0 xŽ .1 nq1
and
Cu y B
2BF q CG s s# y A H Cx .1 1 nq1¦ ;ž /ž /A
Since
det uAF q BF q CG s a 2 det uF q GŽ . Ž .1 1 1 2 2
= Ž . Ž .for some a g k , it follows that Cu y B rA is a root of p u . Thus, there
exists a k-automorphism
t : L “ L
Ž . Ž .with t u s Cu y B rA.
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .For any b g L, s b s s t b since b and t b have the same trace.
For any u, ¤ g L,
r u ¤ s s Au¤ s s t Au¤ s s At u t ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A
s r t u t ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A
and
r u ¤ s s yAu u¤ s s t yAu u¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .yA u
Cu y B
s s yA t u t ¤ s r t u t ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .yw AŽCuyB .r A xž /A
2  4Thus, by Lemma 4.4 and since C g k s k , the pairs AF , BF q CG1 1 1
and
² : 2 ² : 2s# A H 0 x , s# y Au H xŽ . Ž . 4nq1 nq1
 4are equivalent. Therefore, the pairs F , G and2 2
² : 2 ² : 2s# A H 0 x , s# y Au H xŽ . Ž . 4nq1 nq1
are equivalent. Thus, by Lemma 4.4, c s g 2A for some g g L=. Since
2 2= = =A g k s k : L ,Ž . Ž .
Ž =. 2 = Ž =. 2it follows that c g L . Thus L s L and L is quadratically closed.
Lemma 5.4 implies that every finite extension of k is quadratically closed.
We have completely determined when F is injective.
THEOREM 5.6. F is injecti¤e if and only if k and e¤ery finite extension of k
is quadratically closed.
If k is quadratically closed, then it is clear that every norm map N isL r k
surjective. Therefore, Propositions 4.5 and 5.3 imply that if k is perfect
and F is injective, then F is surjective. This gives our main result.
THEOREM 5.7. Let k be a perfect field with char k / 2. The following
statements are equi¤alent.
1. F is injecti¤e.
2. F is bijecti¤e.
3. k and e¤ery finite extension of k is quadratically closed.
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